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BBC iPlayer
————

2001—2006



No.1 UK brand
250m requests per month



Embedded at front line
————

R&D within reach
Live the cultural change

Breathe new technology like oxygen



Institutions have 
competition

————
But also new collaborators

Know legacy to hang on to—ditch the rest



Work in the
strategy-delivery gap

————
Active stewardship

Internet BBC



Design the conditions
————

Enable lasting change via ‘dark matter’
Not change management but redesign



The end of IT
————

Agile prototyping & iteration
Core strategic capability

Execution, esp. design, is everything



(More end of IT)



Identify the code
that writes

————
Cultural infrastructure for systemic change

Identify the plumbing



On Top of the World

DECEMBER 12TH-18TH 2015

www.economist.com

Cameron's transport woes

PAGE 27
China's democratic struggles

PAGE 87
The ethics of genetics

PAGE 13 AND 63Alan Greenspan remembered

PAGE 83-85

Ask the right question
————

“What is the BBC?”
“What is media?”



TECHNOLOGY IS THE ANSWER.
But what was the question?

Cedric Price



Hire good people
————

Motivated by public mission, not salary
Manage creative teams creatively



Legible practice
————

Work in public
Encourage copying and critique
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Low2No
————

2008—2012



Embedded at front line
————

R&D within reach
Breathe new technology like oxygen

(In this case, CLT)



IF YOU REALLY WANT TO CHANGE THE CITY, OR 
want a real struggle, a real fight, then it 
would require re-engaging with things like 
public planning for example, or re-
engaging with government, or re-engaging 
with a large-scale institutionalised 
developers. I think that’s where the real 
struggles lie, that we re-engage with these 
structures and these institutions, this 
horribly complex ‘dark matter.’ That’s 
where it becomes really interesting.

Wouter Vanstiphout
Interviewed by Rory Hyde, 2010



Building codes
= dark matter



Work in the
strategy-delivery gap

————
Active stewardship

Building tech. Building code



W/ ARUP, EXPERIENTIA

Hire good people
————

Motivated by public mission, not salary
Manage creative teams creatively



Identify the code
that writes

————
Cultural infrastructure for systemic change

Identify the plumbing



Legible practice
————

Work in public
Encourage copying and critique
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Open Kitchen
————
2012



Embedded at front line
————

Live the cultural change



Embedded at front line
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Live the cultural change



Embedded at front line
————

Live the cultural change



Embedded at front line
————

Live the cultural change



Embedded at front line
————

Live the cultural change



Institutions have 
competition

————
Not strictly legal, but very good



Carbon
Logistics

Agriculture
Waste

Service culture
Health

Diversity
Entrepreneurship

Public space
Citizen engagement

Migrant cultures
Social memory

Cultural production

Ask the right question
————

“What is street food about?”
“Who is the city for?”



The end of IT
————

Governments do not have
the weapons for this battle
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The end of IT
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Governments do not have
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The end of IT
————

Governments do not have
the weapons for this battle



WE HAVE 18TH CENTURY INSTITUTIONS
facing 21st century problems. 

Marco Steinberg, Sitra



Identify the code
that writes

————
The Day after Restaurant Day

Identify the plumbing



Health regulations
= dark matter



Identify the code
that writes

————
Identify the plumbing

Cut across silos



Work in the
strategy-delivery gap

————
Active stewardship

Ravintolapåivå Municipality



openkitchen.fi



openkitchen.fi



Hire good people
————

Motivated by public mission, not salary
Manage creative teams creatively



The end of outsourcing
————

Agile prototyping & iteration
Core strategic capability

Execution, esp. design, is everything



The end of outsourcing
————

Agile prototyping & iteration
Core strategic capability

Execution, esp. design, is everything



Legible practice
————

Work in public
Encourage copying and critique



Design the conditions
————

Enable lasting change via ‘dark matter’
Redesign institutions through projects



1. Design the conditions.
2. Work in the strategy-delivery gap.
3. Prototype between matter and dark matter.
4. Don’t outsource core strategic capabilities (esp. IT) 
5. Hire good people, motivated by public mission.
6. Legible practice.
7. Ask the right question
8. Execution is everything, esp. design.
9. Look for the systemic change, the code that writes.
10. Redefine institutional for Networked Age.

10 Strategic design principles

Dark Matter and Trojan Horses: A strategic design vocabulary
Dan Hill (Strelka, 2012)

www.strelka.com/books
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